Belle City Gifts

for all that you are
what you love
how you feel
what you think
what you do
and what you believe
Amazing Grace

Daily Journal - Ziparound

This elegant ziparound journal features a beautifully designed interior with thought-provoking prompts, encouraging Scriptures, and lines for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God's love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with a ziparound exquisite faux leather cover, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JANUARY 2020
978-1-4245-5999-2
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
368 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity:
God Is Always With Me

Devotional Journal - Ziparound

This elegant daily ziparound devotional journal features a beautifully designed interior with inspiring devotions, encouraging Scriptures, thought-provoking questions, and space for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God’s love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with a ziparound exquisite faux leather cover, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JANUARY 2020
978-1-4245-5996-1
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
368 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity:
Amazing Grace

Fabric journal

This elegant journal features a beautifully designed interior with thought-provoking prompts, encouraging Scriptures, and lines for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God's love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with an exquisite printed fabric cover, foil stamped and heat debossed.

FEBRUARY 2020
978-1-4245-6049-3
6 x 8 Fabric
160 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity:

Companion devotional also available
978-1-4245-6024-0
365 Days of Prayer for Women

Guided Devotional - Ziparound

This elegant daily ziparound devotional journal features a beautifully designed interior with inspiring devotions, encouraging Scriptures, thought-provoking questions, and space for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God’s love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with a ziparound exquisite faux leather cover, foil stamped and heat debossed.

MARCH 2020
978-1-4245-6000-4
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
368 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity:
Be Still and Know

Guided Devotional - Ziparound

This elegant daily ziparound guided devotional features a beautifully designed interior with inspiring devotions, encouraging Scriptures, thought-provoking questions, and space for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God’s love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with a ziparound exquisite faux leather cover, foil stamped and heat debossed.

MARCH 2020
978-1-4245-5998-5
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
368 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity:
Psalms Journal

This elegant journal features a beautifully designed interior with encouraging Scriptures from the wonderfully inspiring book of Psalms and lines for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God’s love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with a stunning debossed pearlescent cover with spot gloss and foil accents.

APRIL 2020
978-1-4245-6050-9
6 x 8 Hardcover
144 pages
$15.99
Case Quantity:

Companion devotional also available
978-1-4245-6043-1
A Little God Time (Rustic)

Devotional Journal

Nothing is better than spending time with a loved one chatting, laughing, listening, crying, sharing, praying, simply enjoying each other. The One who loves you dearly is near, waiting to be with you. He created you, he knows you, and he wants the very best for you.

This elegant daily journal features a beautifully designed interior with inspiring devotions, encouraging Scriptures, thought-provoking questions, and space for journaling.

Carve out a little God time. Hear his voice. Share your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior with high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning spot gloss, debossed, pearlescent cover, ribbon marker, and elastic band.

MAY 2020
978-1-4245-6004-2
6x8 Hardcover
144 pages
$15.99
Case Quantity: 40

Belle City Gifts
Delight Yourself in the Lord

Hardcover Journal

This elegant journal features a beautifully designed interior with thought-provoking prompts, encouraging Scriptures, and lines for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God’s love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior on high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning debossed pearlescent cover with spot gloss and foil accents.

MAY 2020
978-1-4245-6081-3
6 x 8 Hardcover
160 pages
$15.99
Case Quantity:
Be Still and Know

Hardcover Journal

This elegant journal features a beautifully designed interior with thought-provoking prompts, encouraging Scriptures, and lines for journaling.

Stop and ponder, delight in God's love for you, and express your praise, petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, and dreams in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior on high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning debossed pearlescent cover with spot gloss and foil accents.

MAY 2020
978-1-4245-6082-0
6 x 8 Hardcover
160 pages
$15.99
Case Quantity:
A Time for Everything
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6119-3
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
All Things Beautiful
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6120-9
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout from previous year.
Amazing Grace
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6121-6
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout from previous year.
Be Brave
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6122-3
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity:

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Be Still and Know
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6123-0
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
For I Know the Plans  
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)  

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

**FEATURES:**
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

**JULY 2020**  
978-1-4245-6124-7  
6.5x8.5 Faux leather  
256 pages  
$19.99  
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
This Is the Day
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

18-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 18-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendars for 2020/2021
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

JULY 2020
978-1-4245-6125-4
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Every Day Is a Gift

Guided Journal

Every day is indeed a gift from God! When you choose to dwell on the blessings that are abundant in him, you will find yourself filled to overflowing with praise and gratitude for the big and little things.

This beautifully designed guided journal features creative prompts, encouraging quotes and Scriptures, and thought-provoking questions that will make your journaling experience fun and fulfilling!

Reflect on the blessings of God, delight in his goodness, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior on high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning spot gloss, debossed, pearlescent cover.

AUGUST 2020
978-1-4245-6092-9
5.5 x 6 Flexi
368 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 24

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Bee Happy

Guided Journal

Find your happy place each day! When you choose to dwell on the joy that is abundant in God, you are better equipped to fight feelings of anxiety, stress, and depression.

This beautifully designed guided journal features creative prompts, encouraging quotes and Scriptures, and thought-provoking questions that will make your journaling experience fun and fulfilling!

Reflect on the blessings of God, delight in his goodness, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior with high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning spot gloss, debossed, pearlescent cover.

AUGUST 2020
978-1-4245-6091-2
5.5 x 6 Flexi
368 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 24

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Amazing Grace (Gray)
2021 Planner (faux zipperaround)

12-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 12-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendar
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

NOVEMBER 2020
978-1-4245-6127-8
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Be Strong and Courageous 2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

12-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 12-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendar
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

NOVEMBER 2020
978-1-4245-6128-5
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
I Trust You God
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

12-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 12-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
- Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
- Full-color interior
- High quality paper
- Smyth-sewn binding
- Ribbon marker
- Zippered cover for securing loose items
- Year-at-a-glance calendar
- Month-at-a-glance calendars
- Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
- Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
- Encouraging weekly Scriptures
- Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

NOVEMBER 2020
978-1-4245-6129-2
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Trust in the Lord
2021 Planner (faux ziparound)

12-Month Planner

Having trouble fitting everything in your day? This 12-month weekly planner makes getting organized simple and inspiring.

FEATURES:
• Exquisite faux leather with foil stamping and heat debossing
• Full-color interior
• High quality paper
• Smyth-sewn binding
• Ribbon marker
• Zippered cover for securing loose items
• Year-at-a-glance calendar
• Month-at-a-glance calendars
• Weekly spreads for scheduling daily tasks and appointments
• Space for goal setting, personal reflection, notes, and things-to-do lists
• Encouraging weekly Scriptures
• Topically arranged Bible promises

Stay organized and be encouraged as you plan your days and spend moments with God.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior wrapped with exquisite faux leather, foil stamped and heat debossed.

NOVEMBER 2020
978-1-4245-6130-8
6.5x8.5 Faux leather
256 pages
$19.99
Case Quantity: 16

Sample interior shows layout only. Interior design will match cover.
Chunky Guided Journals

These beautifully designed guided journals feature creative prompts, encouraging quotes and Scriptures, and thought-provoking questions that will make your journaling experience fun and fulfilling! Reflect on the blessings of God, delight in his goodness, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Flexi cover
5.5 x 6
368 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 24

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Beautifully designed
full-color interior
wrapped with a stunning
spot gloss, debossed,
pearlescent cover.
Guided Journals

Wrapped in exquisite faux leather, these elegant journals feature high-quality paper with encouraging Scriptures and journaling prompts that will cause you to stop and ponder.

Reflect on the beauty of God, delight in the knowledge of his love for you, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: exquisite faux cover with heat burnishing and foil stamping, high quality lined paper, ribbon marker, elastic band.

Belle City Gifts

978-1-4245-5714-1

978-1-4245-5715-8

978-1-4245-5857-5
Write Journals

For all that you are—
what you love, how you feel
what you think, what you do
and what you believe—
write from your heart.

Wrapped in exquisite faux leather, this elegant journal features high-quality paper with encouraging Scriptures.

Reflect on the beauty of God, delight in the knowledge of his love for you, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: exquisite faux cover with heat stamping, high quality lined paper, encouraging Scriptures, personal information page, keepsake pocket, ribbon marker, and elastic band.
Write Journal Executive (Onyx)

Wrapped in exquisite faux leather, this elegant executive journal features high-quality paper and interior design that allows you to prioritize tasks and keep track of important information like appointments, action items, new concepts, or creative ideas.

With inspiring Scriptures, this executive journal also encourages you to reflect on the beauty of God, delight in the knowledge of his love for you, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: exquisite faux cover with removable half-jacket, beautifully designed end-sheets, high quality lined paper, a ribbon marker, elastic band, and keepsake pocket.

AVAILABLE NOW!
978-1-4245-5742-4
5x8 Faux
160 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 40

PAIR WITH:
Write Executive Planner

978-1-4245-5703-5
A Little God Time (Gold) Devotional Journal

Nothing is better than spending time with a loved one—chatting, laughing, listening, crying, sharing, praying . . . together—simply enjoying each other.

The One who loves you dearly is near, waiting just to be with you. He created you, knows you, and wants the very best for you. So use this resource to connect with the Father.

Carve out a little God time. Hear his voice. Share your praise and petitions, ideas, emotions, struggles, desires, dreams—yourself—with him.

SPECIAL FEATURES: Beautifully designed full-color interior with high quality paper, wrapped with a stunning spot gloss, debossed, pearlescent cover, ribbon marker, and elastic band.

AVAILABLE NOW!
978-1-4245-5784-4
6x8 Hardcover
144 pages
$14.99
Case Quantity: 40
Mustard Seed Interiors LLC is a small business that was born out of a love for antiques, decorating on a budget, and giving old pieces of furniture new life. The initial expectation was to earn $200/month to help with purchasing groceries and diapers. What started out as a one-woman-show decorative painting and mural business, evolved into an antiques business that tripped into a blog and blossomed into a entire brand. In 2012, Miss Mustard Seed's Milk Paint line was launched and is now carried in over 300 retail locations in the US, Canada, Europe, Australia, Dubai and Malaysia.

This Home Design Doodle book is intended to give you a push in the right direction for putting design ideas on paper. It’s a hybrid sketch/decorating book with high quality paper and a pocket for storing some of your favorite ideas. Included are color inspiration pictures, home decorating tips, doodle and journal prompts, and blank sketch pages.

Express your creativity! You never know what might happen.

SPECIAL FEATURES: full-color interior with high quality paper, encouraging Scriptures, ribbon marker, keepsakes pocket, pearlized cover with matte lamination and spot UV gloss

AVAILABLE NOW!
978-1-4245-5413-3
6x8 Hardcover
144 pages
$14.99
Case Quantity: 36
When God Calls the Heart at Christmas - a keepsake journal

Follow your heart to … Hope Valley.

Inspired by best-selling author Janette Oke and the Hallmark Channel original TV series When Calls the Heart, this inspirational journal is designed as a companion to the When God Calls the Heart at Christmas devotional. It will give you a place to keep those wonderful Christmas memories as you celebrate faith, family, friends, and the most meaningful Yuletide traditions.

Wrapped in exquisite faux leather, this elegant journal features high-quality paper with encouraging quotes.

Reflect on the beauty of God, delight in the knowledge of his love for you, and express your thoughts in the space provided.

SPECIAL FEATURES: exquisite faux cover with removable half-jacket, beautifully-designed end-sheets, high quality lined paper, a ribbon marker, elastic band, and keepsake pocket.

AVAILABLE NOW!
978-1-4245-5730-1
5x8 Faux
160 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 40

COMPANION
When God Calls the Heart at Christmas

RELATED PRODUCTS
When God Calls the Heart
978-1-4245-5606-9

When God Calls the Heart
978-1-4245-5728-8

When God Calls the Heart
978-1-4245-5618-2
Delight Yourself in the Lord (Bible Promise Journal)

The world is a hectic place. Multiply that exponentially and you have a woman’s world.

The pages of this Bible promise journal are designed to help you draw everything you need from God’s Word. The scriptures are topically arranged so you can find reassurance that is relevant and refreshing for each moment.

Reflect on the beauty of his promises, delight in the knowledge of his love for you, and express your thoughts in the journaling space provided.

Whatever you are facing today, rest confidently in God’s goodness and love. His promises are sure, and they are yours!

SPECIAL FEATURES: exquisite faux leather cover with three-color foil and heat debossing, full-color interior with high quality paper, encouraging Scriptures, ribbon marker, and elastic band

AVAILABLE NOW!
978-1-4245-5388-4
6x8 Flexi-faux
160 pages
$16.99
Case Quantity: 32
Travel
Life’s road may lead you to foreign lands or to a new view. Whatever the case, you meet yourself along the way. Capture the memorable adventure in this contemporary and stylish journal.

978-1-4245-4906-1
Hardcover, 6x8, 160 pgs
Retail: $14.99

Choose Love
Filled with inspirational quotes and practical tips, this journal will encourage you to choose love each day, and express gratitude for your children and your family while you revel in the blessing of motherhood.

978-1-4245-5087-6
Hardcover, 6x8, 144 pgs
Retail: $14.99

Choose Gratitude
Life is full of beauty, but often you must look for it. This journal by Crystal Paine celebrates a life of gratitude. Filled with inspirational quotes and Scriptures, it’s a journal that will brighten any day.

978-1-4245-4930-6
Hardcover, 6x8, 144 pgs
Retail: $12.99

God’s Splendor Is a Tale that Is Told
This beautifully designed travel journal is the perfect companion for your next trip. Be inspired by quotes and Scripture that will encourage you to make the most of your journey.

978-1-4245-5216-0
Hardcover, 6x8, 144 pgs
Retail: $14.99

Talk to Me, Jesus
Jesus loves to speak to us. Marie Chapian provides encouragement and inspiration to help you engage in conversation with Jesus through this devotional journal.

978-1-4245-4925-2
Hardcover, 6x8, 144 pgs
Retail: $14.99

You Are Beautiful in His Sight
Spend time with God today and express your thoughts in this journal as you glimpse the depth of beauty that he sees within you. Every situation you face has the potential to create beauty in you.

978-1-4245-5216-0
Hardcover, 6x8, 144 pgs
Retail: $14.99